LEGACY POOLS USA
1620 Proforma St Ontario CA 92710

This warranty covers the pool only supplied by Legacy Pools USA., which includes the metal superstructure and
the polyester reinforced membrane water containment structure. Excluded from this warranty are pumps and
electric motors, which are warranted by the manufacturer. To validate this limited warranty, the pool must be
registered with Legacy Pools USA, please provide all information requested on the warranty registration form
and mail within 4 weeks of purchase to the address above.
*Warranty will be voided when installed improperly on disturbed earth.
This warranty only covers pools sold to authorized dealers by Legacy Pools USA. Pools bought off eBay or any
other auctions sites may not be covered unless backed by an authorized dealer. Pools distributed by Max Pools
or PPI must have the warranties attributed to them.
To obtain performance under this warranty, first contact the dealer from whom the product was purchased.
The dealer is charged with the responsibility of determining beyond a reasonable doubt that the defect was
one created by the manufacturer. This dealer may correct the defect or arrange to send the
damaged/defected component back to Legacy Pools USA, for repair after acquiring authorization from Legacy
Pools USA(freight pre-paid)
Legacy Pools USA Pools, are designed for your swimming enjoyment. Entry and exit from your pool should be by
a proper above ground swimming pool ladder.
DO NOT JUMP OR DIVE INTO POOL…EVER!!!
CONDITION OF THIS LIMITED WARRANTY
This limited warranty is extended to the original purchaser and is non-transferable.
This limited warranty covers only the pool supplied by Legacy Pools USA.
This limited warranty provides prorated coverage over a 30-year period. If any defect in workmanship is
confirmed by the dealer and Legacy Pools and is reported to the dealer and/or Legacy Pools USA the parts will
be replaced or repaired at the applicable prorated cost. If the local dealer cannot confirm a defect, the
purchaser may be required to send the part(s) to Legacy Pools USA at his/her expense and after prior
authorization from Legacy Pools USA. The purchaser should clean liner and frame package and send part(s) to
Legacy Pools USA. At the sole discretion of Legacy Pools USA there is determination to be a manufacturing
defect, the part(s) will be replaced or repaired at Legacy Pools USA option and the applicable freight may be
reimbursed. Any part(s) found defected within the first two of the purchase will be replaced/repaired free
of charge. For the next 28 years, part(s) found to have a manufacturing defect would be replaced at the then
existing manufacturers suggested retail price prorated by applying the percentage for the appropriate year.
3 thru 8 years: 50%
9 thru 20 years: 75%
21 thru 30 years: 80%
Freight for the new or repaired part(s) will be billed collect. A cashier’s check or money order covering the cost
of the new or repaired part(s) will be required prior to the shipment from Legacy Pools USA.
No warranty on any pool sold through Garage Sales, E-Bay, Auction Sites, Freight Terminals, or Outlet
Stores.
*Dirty Liners will be assessed a 200.00 cleaning fee
Non-warranty Issues
The Use of patio Blocks under the side pipes to prevent sinkage and sand or other substances under the liner
rendering the liner unable to adjust to the sinking from the weight of the water
Diving from the side of the pool or other rough play that could cause the separation of the stirrup straps from
the pool itself. (We recommend driving a three foot piece of re-bar steel into the ground at the base of the
U-pipe
Damaged caused by any outside entity

